He was playing with his young-ster and the grown-up kid and the stalwart young-ster tussled so hard that Bobbie had to go into the hospital for a hernia operation. Too bad, for Bobbie’s performance in the winter carnival indicated that he was “hot.”

On the Jacobus kids; I have the dope concerning George who is at Ridgewood. Russell’s yarn will follow, but there isn’t much difference in the merchandising operations of the two boys.

Note the picture of George’s shop. It’s a clean and inviting layout. The curtains on the windows show attention to detail that marks the difference between just doing an ordinary business and snapping up things. Look at the arrangement of merchandise in the showcase. It is orderly, with the items that are in greatest demand displayed up front, so there will be the five-and-ten cent store’s economy of time and labor and the frequency of turnover in selling.

You also may properly let your eyes dwell on the displays that represent tie-ups with the national advertising of manufacturers. You can see that this material is kept fresh and prominently and properly displayed. It focuses the effect of the national advertising in the pro shop where George’s own word concerning the merit of the merchandise will cash in on whatever pre-disposition to purchase may be established by the advertising. This Jacobus boy, and his brother, are strategists in making use of the vitally important endorsement of the pro on any golf merchandise. They know that a manufacturer can advertise in the general magazines and the newspapers until hell won’t have it, but unless the pro has the merchandise on display and approves the quality of the goods, the advertising’s effect is pretty well neutralized. But they also know that the advertising is a force that can be harnessed to the pro’s selection and display of merchandise in such a way that sales resistance is eliminated and the double-barreled power of the pro and the manufacturer is put to work in moving golf goods.

The Jacobus boys know that it pays to go to some trouble to brighten up the shop in the little details that are often neglected.

Club Manufacturers Start National Association

Ten of the foremost manufacturers of golf clubs formed the National Association of Golf Club Manufacturers at a meeting in New York in May. Every manufacturer of golf clubs in the United States is being asked to become a member of the organization.

Officers of the association are: President, F. W. Bradsby of Hillerich and Bradsby; vice-president, H. B. Canby of Crawford, MacGregor and Canby; secretary, C. B. Johnson of Great Lakes Golf Co., and treasurer, L. W. Crandall of Burke Golf Co.

The purposes of the organization are: “To place the golf club manufacturing industry on a sound, economic basis, to adopt a code of ethics, to promote and encourage the playing of golf, to establish such confidences between manufacturers of golf clubs as shall tend to maintain a high standard of fairness in competition, to bring into the industry a good fellowship and eliminate all unfair trade practices, to provide a reasonable exchange of credit confidences, to standardize golf clubs to a reasonable extent without, in any way, eliminating competition, which would be beneficial to the buying public.

Those concerns which now comprise the new organization are:

A. G. Spalding & Bros.
The Crawford-MacGregor & Canby Co.
The Burke Golf Co.